Abstract. In this paper, we consider priced-timed automata based exploration for resource-optimal scheduling. Resource-optimal scheduling problems can be seen as an application of real-time model checking in priced domains. State spaces for large problems can easily go beyond the main memory capacity. In this paper, we propose the use of secondary storage devices such as harddisk to store the generated state space induced by priced timed automata. We contribute Iterative Broadening External Breadth-First Branch-and-Bound that stores each breadth-first level on the harddisk. The algorithm achieves its completeness by trying to find an upper bound on the optimal solution in an incomplete search tree. Iteratively, the upper bound is made tighter and the coverage of the search space is increased. We present correctness and completeness proofs for the suggested algorithm along with experimental results on different instances of aircraft landing scheduling to validate the practicality of our approach.
Introduction
Real-time model checking with timed automata [2] is an important decidable subfield of the analysis of hybrid automata [11] with a number of industrial applications. UP-PAAL [21] is one very successful verification tool based on timed automata. It can be used for modeling, simulation and validation of real-time systems. It deals with nondeterministic processes with finite control structure, channel or shared variable communication, and real-valued clocks. UPPAAL CORA [20] is the extension of UPPAAL designed for efficient cost-optimal reachability analysis in priced timed automata. UP-PAAL CORA is also competitive in resource-optimal scheduling [23] .
The main limitation to the exploration of real-time systems are bounded main memory resources. Relying on virtual memory slows down the exploration due to excessive page faults. External algorithms [24] exploit harddisk space and organize the access to secondary memory. Originally designed for explicit graphs, external search algorithms have shown considerable performances in the large-scale breadth-first and guided exploration of games [16, 9] and in the analysis of model checking problems [18, 13, 14] . While [14] provides a distributed implementation of [13] for model checking safety properties, a recent extension [8] extends the approach to general LTL properties. In [25] the model checker Murφ has been extended to use harddisk to store intermediate state space.
In this paper, we extend external search algorithms for exploration in weighted realtime models. The challenge is to I/O efficiently deal with the external representation and elimination of redundant states. We explore two new algorithms for the exploration in real-time model checking: External Breadth-First Search for a complete verification and Iterative Broadening External Breadth-First Branch-and-Bound for cost-optimal reachability. The proposed algorithm provides a controlled and guided exploration of the state space.
The paper is structured as follows. First we review real-time model checking with priced timed automata. Then we consider external exploration and introduce delayed duplication detection in breadth-first search. Next, we extend the algorithm to real-time model checking. Since we are interested in an optimal solution we combine external search with branch-and-bound exploration. Later, we present an iterative broadening variant of the algorithm that tries to find a good upper bound by searching in only a fragment of the state space. We have implemented our approach in UPPAAL CORA.
Results for various problems of aircraft landing scheduling are presented.
Real-Time Model Checking with Priced Timed Automata
We restrict overselves to the cost optimization variant of reachability analysis. For extending these explorations to real-time model checking with respect to temporal properties we refer the reader to [6] . Moreover, in this text we consider real-time model checking with timed automata, for which the reachability problem is decidable but PSPACE-hard [2] .
Timed Automata
Timed Automata can be viewed as an extension to classical automata with clocks and constraints defined on these clocks to take a transition. These constraints, when corresponding to states are called invariants, and restrict the time allowed to stay at the state. When corresponding to transitions these constraints are called guards, and restrict the use of the transition. The clocks C are real-valued variables whose value increases with the time. The constraints are defined over clocks and can be generated by the following grammar: for x, y ∈ C, a constraint α is α ::= x ≺ c | x − y ≺ c | ¬α | (α ∧ α), where c ∈ IN and ≺∈ {<, ≤}. The values of all the clocks in the system is usually denoted as a vector, also called as clock valuation function v : C → IR + . These constraints yield to two different kinds of transitions. The first one (delay transition) is to wait for some duration in the current state s -provided the invariant(s) holds. This lets only the clock variables increase. The other operation (edge transition) resets some clock variables while taking the transition t. The operation is possible given that the guard(t) holds. We allow an edge transition to be taken without an increase in the clock variables, i.e., in time 0. Trajectories are alternating paths within the network. The reachability task is to determine, if the goal in form of partial assignment to the ordinary and clock variables can be reached or not. The cost-optimal reachability problem is to find a trajectory that minimizes the overall path length.
For a reachability analysis on timed automata, one faces with the problem of an infinite-state space. This infiniteness is due to the fact that the clocks are real-valued and hence an exhaustive state space exploration can yield to infinite branches. This problem was solved with the introduction of a partitioning scheme based on zones [2] . Formally, a zone Z over a set of clocks C is a finite conjunction of simple difference constraints of the form x − y ≤ d or x − y < d, with x, y ∈ C and integer d
1
. The semantics for delay and edge transitions in a timed automata are based on some basic operations. We restrict to changes in clock variables. For a clock vector u and a zone Z we write u |= Z if u satisfies the constraints in Z. The two main operations on (clock) zones are clock reset
Priced Timed Automata
Priced timed automata are timed automata with (linear) cost variables. For the sake of brevity, we restrict their introduction to one cost variable c. Cost increases at states with respect to a predefined rate and in transitions with respect to an update operation. The cost-optimal reachability problem is to find a trajectory that minimizes the overall path costs. Figure 1 For the internal state representation, we exploit the fact that prices are linear cost hyperplanes of zones. A priced zone P is a triple (Z, c, r), where Z is a zone, integer c describes the cost of ∆ Z and r : C → Z gives the rate for a given clock. In other words, prices of zones are defined by the respective slopes that the cost function hyperplane has in the direction of the clock variable axes. developed in order to reduce the number of page faults (the referenced page does not reside in the cache and has to be loaded from a higher memory level). However, these methods are general-purpose and can not always take full advantage of the locality inherent in algorithms. Algorithms that explicitly manage the memory hierarchy can lead to substantial speedups, since they are more informed to predict and adjust future memory access.
The standard model for comparing the performance of external algorithms consists of a single processor, a small internal memory that can hold up to M data items, and an unlimited secondary memory. The size of the input problem (in terms of the number of records) is abbreviated by N . Moreover, the block size B governs the bandwidth of memory transfers. It is often convenient to refer to these parameters in terms of blocks 2 , so we define m = M/B and n = N/B. It is usually assumed that at the beginning of the algorithm, the input data is stored in contiguous block on external memory, and the same must hold for the output. Only the number of block reads and writes are counted, computations in internal memory do not incur any cost. The single disk model for external algorithms has been invented by [1] . It is convenient to express the complexity of external-memory algorithms using a number of frequently occurring primitive operations scan(N ) with an I/O complexity of Θ(n) and sort(N ) with an I/O complexity of Θ(n log m n).
Finite State Systems An implicit variant of Munagala and Ranade's algorithm [22] for explicit BFS in implicit graphs has been coined to the term delayed duplicate detection for frontier search. It assumes an undirected search graph. Let Succ be the successor generation function. The algorithm maintains BFS layers on disk . Let Open(j) represent the set of states at layer i. Layer Open(j − 1) is scanned and the set of successors is put into a buffer of size close to the main memory capacity. If the buffer becomes full, internal sorting followed by a scanning generates a sorted duplicate-free state sequence in the buffer that is flushed to disk. This results in a file with states belonging to depth j stored in the form of sorted buffers. To remove the duplicates, external sorting is applied to unify the buffers into one sorted file. Due to sorting, all duplicates will come close to each other and a simple scan is enough to generate a duplicate free file. One also has to eliminate/subtract previous layers from Open(j) to avoid re-expansions. In [22] , the authors argue that for undirected graphs, subtracting two previous layers is enough to guarantee that no state is expanded twice.
The process is repeated until Open(j − 1) becomes empty, or the goal has been found. As with the algorithm of Munagala and Ranade, delayed duplicate detection applies O(sort(|Succ(Open(i−1))|)+scan(|Open(i−1)|+|Open(i−2)|)) I/Os. Since each edge contributes to one state, i |Succ(Open(i))| = O(|E|) and i |Open(i)| = O(|V |). This gives a total I/O complexity is O(sort(|E|) + scan(|V |)) I/Os, whichassuming delayed duplicate detection on general state vectors is needed -proves to be optimal [3] .
The algorithm shares similarities with internal Frontier Search [15, 17] algorithm that was used for solving multiple sequence alignment problems, an idea that goes back to Hirschberg [12] . The sorting complexity can be improved in practice by using a Hashbased Delayed Duplicate Detection scheme. Frontier Search with Hash-based Delayed Duplicate Detection has been used to fully explore the 15-Puzzle with 1.4 Terabytes of harddisk in about three weeks [16] . Since harddisk operations are several times slower than the internal operations, interleaving expansion and merging through threads also accelerated the performance [16] . It has also been used to generate very large abstract state spaces that exceed main memory capacity [27] .
External Search in Real-Time Systems
One of the involved differences of real-time reachability and ordinary reachability analysis is the inclusion-check. While in (delayed) duplicate elimination we omit all identical states from further consideration, in real-time model checking we have to check inclusions of the form Z ⊆ Z to detect duplicate states. Once Z is closed under entailment, in the sense that no constraint of Z can be strengthened without reducing the solution set, the time-complexity for inclusion checking is linear to the number of constraints in Z.
Subsequently, while porting real-time model checking algorithms to an external setting, we have to provide an option for the elimination of zones. Since we cannot define a total order on zones, trivial external sorting schemes are useless in our case. In our proposal of External BFS we exploit the fact that two states (l, Z) and (l , Z ) are comparable only when l = l . This motivates the definition of zone union Z where all zones correspond to the states sharing a common discrete part l, and for all Z, Z ∈ Z, we have Z Z .
Duplicate states can now be removed by first sorting with respect to the discrete part l, which will bring all states sharing the same l close together, and then doing a one-to-one comparison among all such states. The result of this phase is a file where states are sorted according to the discrete parts l forming duplicate free zone unions. However, the one-to-one comparison of all the zones for a particular l can only be performed I/O-efficiently when all the states sharing the same l can be read into the main memory. Throughout this presentation, we assume that this requirement holds. The same approach of internalizing zone unions is available during set refinement with respect to predecessor files. We load both the zone union from the predecessor file and the one in the unrefined file and check for the entailment condition.
State spaces that appear in model checking are usually directed and hence just removing duplicates with respect to the last previous two layers is not sufficient. The crucial complexity parameter is the locality or duplicate elimination scope as defined in [26] , which defines the number of previous levels to be considered. In the text, this notion of locality for a graph G is referred to as locality (G) . The locality of a directed search graph having with s being the start state is defined as max{δ(s, u) − δ(s, v), 0} for all states u, v, with v being a successor of u and δ being the shortest-path distance between two states.
If V is the set of states and E the set of transitions in a real-time system G, we obtain the following worst-case I/O complexity of External Breadth-First search (BFS).
Theorem 1. In a directed search graph if all zone unions individually fit into main memory External BFS for real-time systems can be executed in optimal
Proof. (Sketch) The proof extends the I/O complexity of external Breadth-First search for undirected graphs. For directed graphs, the duplicate elimination scope is equal to locality(G), which, in turn, effects the number of layers that we have to scan to remove all the duplicates.
The memory assumption is almost always fulfilled in practice, as current amounts of main memory can maintain many millions of zones. If some zone unions still fail to fit into main memory, we have to rescan the zone unions in one file again and again. If we have z zones in the one zone union and z in the second, this will accumulate to O(z · scan(z )) I/Os in the worst case.
External Breadth-First Branch-and-Bound in Priced Real-Time Systems
Until now, we have been mainly discussing external search in directed and unweighted state spaces. But, as we move towards priced real-time systems where timed automata are extended with a cost variable, we find ourselves dealing with a weighted state space. Moreover, we are no longer interested in just some path to a particular goal state, but in an optimal path with respect to our new cost variable.
In priced real-time systems, cost f is a monotonically increasing function implying that ∀(u, v) ∈ E, we have f (u) ≤ f (v). If f * is the optimal solution cost, the following definition captures the notion of cost-optimality for a set of goals T and a start state s. In such directed and weighted graphs, BFS does not guarantee an optimal solution. A natural extension of BFS is to continue the search when a goal is found and keep on searching until a better goal is found or the state space is exhausted. A Branch-andBound (BnB) search algorithm is an extension to an uninformed search algorithm that does not stop when it finds the first goal, but instead prunes away all the states that do not improve on the last solution cost.
The main traversal policy of a Branch-and-Bound algorithm can be borrowed from either breadth-first search, depth-first search, or best-first search. A Best-First BnB algorithm, though very well suited for small-sized problems can create a bottleneck for larger problems. Best-first search picks a state u such that ∀v ∈ Open, f (u) ≤ f (v), for the next expansion. This selection criteria calls for a much larger horizon to be saved in the memory as compared to the breadth-first or a depth-first search. Moreover, both depth-first and best-first traversal policies show no locality in the way they expand states -unlike breadth-first, where every state in a layer j is expanded before any state of the layer j + 1. This property makes External Breadth-First policy a very good candidate for further discussion.
Because of being in a weighted state space, we have to pay an overhead by reopening already seen states. Consider the following example as illustrated in Fig. 2 . A Breadth-First search visits state v for the first time (top right copy) and stores it. Goal state g is also visited and its cost is saved. When the search reaches state v for the second time along a longer path (bottom left copy), but this time with a better cost, v will be pruned away while subtracting previous layers and g will never be reached. If the new path to g has a better cost, we lose our claim for optimality. Due to this anomaly, the duplicate detection policy has to be adapted to make it compatible with weighted state spaces. Now we are not allowed to remove a duplicate state if its cost is better than what we have seen earlier.
Definition 2. Duplicate state (l, Z) is a duplicate state of (l , Z ) if and only if
In Figure 3 , we formulate our discussion for External breadth-first branch-andbound in pseudo-code. The set Open represents the BFS layer and the sets A, A and A are temporary variables to construct the search frontier for the next iteration. Initially the goal cost Cost is initialized with ∞ and a goal state with a better value is searched in the successor set A(j). States with a higher value than the best goal cost are pruned and saved in A (j). In the next step, we remove redundant states based on our definition of duplicate states, cf.
Previous layers are subtracted next
The I/O complexity of External Breadth-First Branch-and-Bound (BFBnB) algorithm depends on the number of times a state is re-expanded. The worst-case scenario is when the whole state space fits into one layer and the next layer has the same states but with better cost values. The following theorem states the cost-optimality and I/O complexity of the algorithm.
Theorem 2. For a state space, where ∀(u, v) ∈ E, f (u) ≤ f (v), External BFBnB is Cost-Optimal and can be executed with a worst-case I/O complexity of O(D·(sort(|E|)+ locality(G) · scan(|V|))) I/Os, where D is the maximal depth explored.
Proof. (Sketch) Since External BFBnB expands at least all states u with f (u) < f * , the algorithm terminates with the optimal solution. The I/O complexity of the algorithm is
;; PRUNE THE EXPENSIVE STATES A (j) ← remove redundant zones within A (j)
;; DUPLICATES WITHIN THE LAYER for loc ← 1 to locality (G) ; inherited from the External BFS search (cf. Theorem 1). The factor D is introduced due to re-openings.
; DUPLICATES SEEN IN PREVIOUS LAYERS
Furthermore, we can say that if there exist several goal states in the state space with different solution costs, then an External BFBnB run will explore at most as many states as a complete External BFS run.
Lemma 1. If m is the number of states expanded by External Breadth-First Branchand-Bound and U ≥ f *
, and n is the number of states expanded by a complete External Breadth-First exploration, then m ≤ n.
Proof. External BFBnB does not change the order in which states are looked at during a complete External BFS exploration. There can be two cases:
1. |T | = 1: There exist just one goal state t which is also the last state in a breadth-first search tree. For this case clearly n = m. 2. |T | > 1: There exists more than one goal state in the search tree. Let t 1 , t 2 ∈ T be the two goal states with f (t 1 ) > f (t 2 ) = f * and depth(t 1 ) < depth(t 2 ). Since t 1 will be expanded first, f (t 1 ) will be used as the pruning value for all the next iterations. In case, there does not exists any state u in the search tree between t 1 and t 2 with f (u) > f (t 2 ), n = m, else m < n.
The behaviour of External BFBnB largely depends on how fast it reaches to some solution so that it can use that solution cost to further prune away the search space. Their exists a very trivial solution to this problem where the user provides some upper bound U on the solution cost that can be used for pruning. In case the upper bound U is actually equal to the optimal solution cost f * , the algorithm is trivially cost-optimal.
Lemma 2. External BFBnB with
Since the cost function f in our real-time domain is monotonically increasing, i.e., ∀(u, v) ∈ E, f (u) ≤ f (v), we will never prune away any node that can ultimately take us to the goal node.
Iterative Broadening External Breadth-First Branch-and-Bound
As we observe that the efficiency of External BFBnB basically is inversely proportional to the factor U − f * . The more realistic the upper bound is, the bigger the pruning and hence the lesser the number of expansions. This observation guides us to an iterative strategy to find a good upper bound. We suggest to use only the first k% of the states when sorted with respect to the increasing cost value and discard the rest of the states in the layer. Hopefully, the algorithm will terminate with a solution, giving us a good upper bound on the optimal solution cost. Using the found solution cost as the upper bound for an increased value of k, we hope to converge to optimal solution cost when k approaches to 100.
Unfortunately, there is an apparent problem with this approach. It is possible that for a particular iteration we arrive at a goal state, but at the next iteration we do not. This problem is more frequent in real-time domains, where there can be many different states with the same f -value, residing in a set that has no total order. The algorithm is not guaranteed to continously converge with increasing k. Let k i be the value of k in the ith iteration. For the algorithm to continuously converge, the coverage area of the (i + 1)th iteration must be at least as large as the coverage area of the ith iteration. Formally, for any layer j,
Such a guarantee can only be given if the maximum cost value that was chosen in the (i + 1)th iteration for layer j is greater than or equal to the maximum cost value chosen in the i-th iteration. For Condition 1 to hold through out the exploration, we propose the following selection criterion.
Selection Criterion the best k% states of a layer plus all the states that have the same f -value as that of the last state of the selected list plus all the states that have the smaller f -value as that of the maximum selected f -value of the last iteration.
With this selection criterion, for a particular cost f , we either choose all the states with a f value equal to f or choose none. Figure 4 shows the pseudo-code for the actual exploration involving upper bound pruning and the above mentioned selection criteria. The parameters of the algorithms are the beam width k (in percent), the upper bound U and the vector F max of maximal f -values from the last iteration. With successive iterations, the value of k is increased and the solution cost value of the previous iteration is used as an upper bound. The set Open denotes the search frontier, sliced into layers as before. The sets A, A and A are temporary sets, to construct the search frontier for the next iteration. Both the new cost and the new vector of maximal f -values are returned. We use π n to denote the n-th element in the sorted permutation of a set.
Correctness
Let U i be the cost of the solution found by Iterative Broadening External BFBnB algorithm in the ith iteration with k = k i and U = U i as the arguments. In the following, we show the existence of a convergence for our algorithm, i.e., for increasing value of k, we ultimately reach the optimal solution.
Lemma 3. The selection criterion for Iterative Broadening External Breadth-First Branchand-Bound guarantees the coverage condition for every iteration i.
Proof. We prove it by induction on the layer j. For j = 0, Open i (0) ⊆ Open i+1 (0). Assume that it holds for layer j − 1 i.e, Open i (j − 1) ⊆ Open i+1 (j − 1). Generating the successor sets for both sides of the relation yields Succ(Open i (j − 1)) ⊆ Succ(Open i+1 (j − 1)). Removing duplicates from the successor sets on both sides does not change the subset condition. Now we turn to pruning. The selection criteria guarantees that the values F j max increase monotonically for increasing value of i, i.e., F j i,max ≤ F j i+1,max . Moreover cost plateaux are completely searched. Therefore, pruning does not change the subset condition, so that Open i (j) ⊆ Open i+1 (j).
Lemma 4. For all iterations i in Iterative Broadening External BFBnB algorithm we have
Proof. Since the coverage area of iteration i + 1 is larger than the coverage area of iteration i, in the worst case it does not improve on the solution quality i.e., U i+1 = U i ≤ U i , else we have U i+1 ≤ U i ≤ U i . In both cases, U i+1 ≤ U i .
Theorem 3. Iterative Broadening External Breadth-First Branch-and-Bound converges to the optimal solution.
Proof. Lemma 3 provides the necessary ground for the coverage of whole state space, which implies the completeness of the algorithm and Lemma 4 provides the convergence to the optimal solution cost that proves its optimality.
Experiments
We have implemented the algorithms External BFS, External BFBnB, and Iterative Broadening BFBnB on top of UPPAAL CORA. Our implementation also extends UP-PAAL making it capable to perform External BFS in timed automata. The main memory requirements are kept constant
;; DUPLICATES WITHIN THE LAYER for loc ← 1 to locality (G) ; small internal buffer for I/O efficiency. As the maximum file size on most file systems is 2GB, we also provide large file support, that splits files if they become too large. Trails for found solutions are reconstructed by saving the predecessor together with every state, by using backtracking along the stored files, and by looking for matching predecessors. This results in a I/O complexity that is at most linear to the number of stored states.
; DUPLICATES SEEN IN PREVIOUS LAYERS
A limited functionality (which nonetheless does not compromise the correctness of the approach) of the current implementation is on the duplicate detection scope and on external sorting. We remove duplicates from the internal buffer before flushing it but the duplicates within different flushed buffers are not merged. All experiments are run on a Pentium-4 with 150 GB of harddisk space and 2GB RAM running Linux. We chose different instances of aircraft landing scheduling (ALS), for which [5] presented a UPPAAL CORA model. It involves considering a timed automaton for each of the airplane and runways.
We start with a smaller instance involving just 1 runway and 10 planes. obtained. The behaviour of pruning on the number of expanded states is quite evident. We also see a converging behaviour of the algorithm. In the last row we report the results for External BFBnB to show the effect of pruning on the search space. Our result matches with the one found by UPPAAL CORA. Table 1 (right) illustrates the results for the instance, where we created two independent automata for runways and planes. We then instantiated 1 runway and 10 planes from the first type and 1 runway and 10 planes from the other. UPPAAL CORA cannot solve the instance. Being an exact dual, the solution has to be 1400, which validates our implementation. With Iterative Broadening External BFBnB, we were able to find an optimal solution. On the other hand, External BFBnB could not finalize its execution in two hours consuming about 3 GB with 280 bytes per state, while expanding depth 19 -optimal solution lies at depth 40. The process was manually killed.
For the third instance, we chose another instance of aircraft scheduling problem that was obtained by a translation from PDDL planning models [7] . The internal version of UPPAAL CORA failed to reach any solution for 3 planes and after quickly consuming about 1.6 GB of main memory started to swap on harddisk. For this instance just for 3 planes a total of 13 clocks were used. Our iterative broadening strategy, for k < 100 didn't produce any solution. For k = 100, the algorithm ran for about 12 hours consuming a total of 311 GB and ran out of harddisk space using a mere 2KB per state. On a harddisk with just 150 GB available, this was achieved by removing the previous layers manually. Up till the 40th layer there was no solution. In Fig. 5 , we depict the graph where space consumption for each layer is shown. The internal size of the program remained under 1.8 GB.
Conclusion
We have seen an approach for large scale scheduling based on external exploration on priced timed automata. We contributed two algorithms: External Breadth-First Branchand-Bound and Iterative Broadening External Breadth-First Branch-and-Bound. Both algorithms perform an external breadth-first search exploration of the search space and preserve optimality of the computed cost values. Having performed an exploration of more than a quarter of a Terabyte, we believe to have pushed the limits of practical scheduling and model-checking in real-time domains.
The exploration can be performed on multiple disks, as sorting and searching can be distributed with optimal I/O efficiency. As external exploration realizes a controlled streamed access to states, there is also potential for a parallel implementation. A parallel and distributed reachability checking algorithm of UPPAAL based on the Message Passing Interface (MPI) partitions the list of explored states using a simple hash function [4] . It restricts itself to blind exploration.
We have not talked about heuristic search, although the UPPAAL CORA models incorporate hand-coded search heuristics to accelerate the exploration. A recent proposal to generate heuristics for UPPAAL automatically has recently been provided by [19] .
Iterative Broadening has been introduced by [10] . The BFBnB approach is related to Breadth-First Heuristic Search (BFHS) [26] , a frontier search method that was designed to save internal memory. It is based on the observation that the breadth-first search frontier is often much smaller than the best-first search frontier. A recent extension of BFHS is its integration with beam search known as Beam-Stack Search [28] . As it iterates on different beams, this algorithm is a natural competitor for Iterative Broadening External BFBnB. This algorithm is also guaranteed to continously converge. There are several differences to our approach. The beam width in Beam-Stack Search is driven by the limits of main memory (previous layers can be flushed to the harddisk). Such a limit is not needed in our case, as we rely only on the secondary storage. Therefore, we introduce parameter k to control the beam width. Moreover, a backtracking strategy is employed to pick more elements from the previous layer in case the upper bound is not improved.
The approach we are currently working on, splits the layer that is being expanded, into several ones, and distributes the work among different processors. As states can be expanded independently of each other, an optimal speedup is foreseen.
